Honiara, Solomon Islands

CONSTELLATIONAS-A-SERVICE
YOUR END-TO-END, NATIONAL EARTH OBSERVATION PROGRAM
Gain a direct source of dynamic, high-quality Earth Observation data without costly
infrastructure investments through our unique constellation-as-a-service model.

END-TO-END ENCRYPTION
Satellite data is handled in a secure and encrypted
end-to-end communication channel through an extended
network of ground stations.

PRIORITY TASKING
Satellite tasking over designated areas of interest
allows for frequent remapping plus the ability to
revisit specific points of interest several times per day.

PRIVATE CLOUD ARCHIVE
Imagery is archived in a secure, private cloud
and managed directly by your team.

PROGRAM RESILIENCY
Access to our entire constellation ensures
continuous software and hardware updates,
more tasking opportunities, and
uninterrupted coverage.

TRAINING AND
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
We will set your team up for success by
providing comprehensive training and support.
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HOW IT WORKS
Our unique Constellation-as-a-Service model allocates satellite capacity according to
customer needs. This enables customers to take advantage of our entire constellation,
ensuring priority tasking when and where needed.

OUR TECHNICAL
SOLUTION ADDRESSES:

Prague, Czech Republic

DEFINED AREAS OF INTEREST
Usually, a nation’s sovereign territory plus
50-100km beyond its borders.

SATELLITE CAPACITY
Leverage the entire constellation to task
and capture images when you need them.

SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS
AND TRAINING
Encryption technologies, operations, data
management and analytics. No comms
cones limitations.

OPTIONAL ADD-ONS
Such as in-country operations center,
domestic ground stations or hosted
payloads. Subject to approval.

WHY SATELLOGIC?
We are a vertically integrated company with industry-leading capacity–the constellation is
projected to reach 200+ satellites in orbit to reach daily world remaps. Our satellites’ 3-year
lifecycle allows us to continuously fly up-to-date technology, refreshing one-third of our
constellation every year with the latest technology.
Whether you need the capacity of two satellites or a dozen, Satellogic’s Constellationas-a-Service program enables governments of all sizes to leverage the vantage point of space.
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